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ABSTRACT

1. PURPOSE

To isolate the primary military influences of the SALT I accords on

this country's ability to deter general nuclear war, thereby providing
perspective to assist in assessing the probable impact on US national
security.

2. DISCUSSION

Strength figures that reflect US superiority, parity or inferiority
vis-a-vis the USSR with regard to nuclear delivery systems, total
numbers of warheads and megatonnage are meaningless unless related to the
strategy they support. This study places the figures in context, using
the following technique.

a. First, it summarizes SALT I results in simplified form,
and compares the consequent US-Soviet force postures.

b. Next, it outlines the basic elements of US strategy to cope
with general nuclear war. In the process, it identifies "stability" as
the indispensible attribute of credible deterrence under existing
circumstances and the "survivability" of an effective retaliatory force
as the prime prerequisite should deterrence fail.

c. Parts I-and II serve as a frame of reference for analyzing
interactions of SALT I with strategy. The controlling criteria of
stability and survivability are applied in succession to ABM limitations,
the TCBM freeze, the submarine/SLBM freeze, and total US-USSR force' ratios
to determine whether "sufficiency" still prevails.

d. As a postscript, the study presents four force modernization
issues for consideration, all of which bear on nuclear deterrence, the
viability of SALT I accords and the prospects for SALT II..

3. CONCLUSIONS

a. The ABM treaty and proposed conversion to submarines and
SLBMs, which reinforce the climate of mutual vulnerability, should
prove particularly conducive to stability.

b. The ICBM/SLBM freeze should contribute to improved
survivability for US land based missile and bomber forces respectively.

c. Imbalances in total numbers of US-Soviet nuclear delivery
systems, warheads and megatonnage do not necessarily constitute a crucial
element in the overall strategic equation.

d. The criteria for US nuclear deterrent force "sufficiency"
still appear to be satisfied.

e. The Soviet Union therefore is unlikely to develop a rational
first strike capability during the next five years as a result of the
SALT I accords.
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THE IMPACT OF SALT I

ON US NUCLEAR DETERRENCE:

A Military Assessment

If we could first know where we are and whither
we are tending, we could better judge what to do
and how to do it.

Abraham Lincoln
Springfield, Illinois
June 16, 1858

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

Phase one in the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) culminated

at the Moscow summit conference on May 26, 1972 with the announcement

of a treaty between the United States and Soviet Union dealing with

anti-ballistic missile systems (ABM), an interim agreement related to

strategic offensive arms, and a protocol to the agreement (see

Appendices 1-3 for verbatim texts). Since then, US officials and

laymen alike have been trying to ascertain whether our ability to deter

1/
general nuclear war- has been helped or hindered as a result.

Supporters acknowledge that SALT I authorizes substantially

greater numbers of offensive nuclear weapons to the USSR than to the

United States, but nevertheless believe that the accords benefit this

1/ General war, as defined by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, is "armed
conflict between major powers in which the total resources of the
belligerents are employed, and the national survival of a major
belligerent is in jeopardy." JCS Pub. 1, Dictionary of Military
and Associated Terms. Washington, The Joint Chiefs of Staff,
January 3, 1972, p. 135.

For a selected glossary of other specialized terms, see Appendix 5.

CRS-1
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country, since they preserve a better quantitative balance than

would otherwise have been possible.

Sceptics are not so certain. Their concerns, which also center

largely on comparative statistics, generate the kinds of questions posed

below:

Will the agreed Soviet numerical superiority in
offensive delivery systems invalidate our deterrence?

Will the continued Soviet superiority ir gross
megatonnage seriously undermine our defenses?

Is the absence of precise limitations on land
based missiles a critical deficiency?

Do "heavy" land based missiles, available to the
Soviet Union but not the United States, allow the
opposition an undue advantage?

Do offensive weapons not covered by the accords tip
the numerical scales untenably in favor of the .USSR?

Will reducing the planned number of US ABM sites
significantly undercut our defensive capabilities?

Will the US suffer severely if the Soviets install a
second missile defense complex and we do not?

Will the accords create an intolerable risk for the
United States if we fail to expedite qualitative
improvement programs?

In short, can the USSR develop a rational first strike
capability within limitations imposed by SALT I?

Can the US detect numerical changes in the Soviet

situation in time to compensate effectively if required?

The answers to most .of those and similar questions elude analysts

who seek solutions exclusively in statistical tabulations. In fact,
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numbers of weapons and delivery systems are only one category in a

complex equation that weighs national security interests, objectives,

capabilities and limitations of both parties in conjunction with

strategic concepts. The SALT I treaty and accompanying agreement are

only meaningful in that total context. This brief analysis strives

to provide perspective.

PART I. SALT I SUMM12IARIZED

REVIEW OF TREATY AND INTERIM AGREEMENT

Fundamental Philosophy. The SALT I accords, in Dr. Kissinger's

words, are predicated on the premise that no "nation will possibly put

its security and its survival at the hazard of its opponent and no

agreement that brings disadvantage to either side can possibly last." 2/

Negotiators therefore sought mutual restraint in the nuclear arms race

and accepted mutual vulnerability to general nuclear war, "not on the

basis of trust but on the enlightened self-interest of both sides."

1/ As the title indicates, this study is restricted to the military
impact of SALT I on the US ability to deter general nuclear war or
to respond should deterrence fail. It does not specifically address
attendent national security matters which bear on US capabilities to
deter or prosecute limited conventional wars, nor is it concerned
directly with political, economic and psychological implications.

-/Kissinger, Henry A. and Smith, Gerard C., White House Press Conference.
Moscow, Office of the White House Press Secretary, 10:05 p.m., May 26,
1972, p. 2.

Kissinger, Henry A., Nixon, Kissinger Brief Hill Members on SALT,Washington Post, June 16, 1972, p. A-19.
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Basic Provisions. The ABM treaty and offensive weapons agreement

in essence provide for:

1. Mutual limitation of ABM systems, present and prospective.

2. A five-year quantitative freeze of selected strategic

offensive delivery systems,' pending efforts to conclude a treaty.

3. Freedom to improve authorized forces qualitatively,

using presently familiar technological principles.

Essential Elements of the ABM Treaty stipulates

that:

1. Nation-wide and extensive regional US and Soviet ABM

defenses are prohibited.

2. Both parties will limit present and future ABM installations

to a maximum of one site defending the national capital and another

defending an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) field. Neither

site may exceed 100 ABM launchers, each with a single interceptor

missile. Radar coverage is severely restricted.

3. Excess installations must be destroyed or dismantled.

4. ABM systems based at sea, in the air or in space are

prohibited, together with mobile land-based models, multiple independently

targeted ABM warheads and rapid reload facilities.

5. Anti-aircraft systems may not be converted to an ABM role.

6. Neither party may transfer ABM components to other states

or otherwise deploy ABM elements outside its national boundaries.

4 I
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Essential Elements of the Offensive Weapons Agreement. The interim

4 1/agreement with respect to selected strategic offensive arms,- as

amplified by the protocol, stipulates that:

1. No ICBM launcher construction will be initiated after

July 1, 1972.

2. No "light" ICBMs or ICBMs deployed before 1964 may be

converted into "heavy" ICBMs.

3. Submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM) and

modern" ballistic missile submarines will be limited to those

operational and under construction on May 26, 1972.

4. ICBMs deployed before 1964 and SLBMs on obsolescent

submarines may be converted to SLBMs on "modern" submarines on a one-

for-one basis. Force ceilings are established as follows:

a. The United States may have a maximum of 710 SLBMs and

44 modern ballistic missile submarines.

b. The Soviet Union may have a maximum of 950 SLBMs and

62 modern ballistic missile submarines.

c. "Modern" SLBMs on any type submarine will be counted

against those totals.

5. The interim agreement does not cover long range bombers

tactical aircraft with strategic missions (whether land or carrier

based), intermediate and medium range ballistic missiles (IRBMs and

MRBMs), or submarine launched cruise missiles (SLCMs).

1/ JCS Pub. 1 (op. cit.) does not include a definition of strategic
offensive weaponry. For purposes of this paper, strategic arms
denote those systems which can engage targets in the enemy's homeland.
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Agrced Interpretations and Unilateral Statements. Both the ABM

treaty and interim agreement regarding selected offensive weapons contain

areas subject to differing connotations (see Appendix 4 for verbatim

interpretations issued jointly by the United States and Soviet Union,

together with unilateral statements). At least three of the latter concern

highly sensitive matters:

1. The precise character of "heavy" and "light" ICB S is

unresolved. The United States interpretation limits modern, heavy

1/ICBMs to Soviet SS-9s or larger.-

2. The USSR reserves the right to increase its modern

ballistic missile submarine fleet "correspondingly" if our European

allies add to their inventories so that the combined NATO total exceeds

50 submarines or 800 SLBMs. 2.The United States demurs.

3. The USSR favors liquidating all United States overseas bases

for ballistic missile submarines. This country disagrees. Forward

deployment bases at Holy Loch, Scotland, Rota, Spain and in Guam, which

permit us to maintain roughly half of our submarine fleet on station,

are judged necessary.

1/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Message from the President of the United States
Transmitting the ABM Treaty and Interim Agreement and Associated
Protocol, Ninety-Second Congress, second session, Executive L.

Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972, p. xvi.

2/ Great Britain presently has four operational ballistic missile
submarines of the RESOLUTION Class. No others are under construction.
France has two nuclear-powered REDOUBTABLE Class submarines in the
active inventory. Two more .are being built. The combined NATO fleet,
including 41 US POLARIS/POSEIDON vessels., currently comprises 49
active and under construction. When the two French boats are complete,
the NATO SLBM total Vill be 784. A complicating factor may be introduced
in the form of one French diesel-powered GYMNOTE experimental
submarine, which (unlike 'Soviet G- and H-class vessels) is "modern"
and mounts four 1900-mile missiles. Blackburn, Raymond V.B., Jane's
Fighting Ships, 1972. London, Sampson Lov, Marston and Co., Ltd.,
1972, p. 108, 335.



Verification Procedures. Both the ABM treaty and interim agreement

stipulate that each party shall rely exclusively on "national technical

means" (including satellite reconnaissance) to confirm compliance with

the above provisions. Both parties pledge not to interfere with

verification processes, either actively or passively. On-site

inspections have been ruled out.

Escape Clause. Each signatory has the right to withdraw from the

treaty or agreement if extraordinary events jeopardize its supreme

interests. Six months notice is required. The United States has made

it clear that "if an agreement providing for more complete strategic

offensive arms limitations were not achieved within five years, US

supreme interests could be jeopardized."]J (Italics added.)

RESULTANT US-USSR STRATEGIC FORCE POSTURES

United States and Soviet strategic force postures which result from

SALT I are compared graphically on. 'igure 1. Long range bombers, which

constitute an important component of the US strategic deterrent/

retaliatory force, are included for comparative purposes, even though

they were not covered by the accords.- See Appendix 6 for basic

characteristics of equipment.

Defensive Systems

The first United States ABM installation, at Grand Forks

AFB, North Dakota, is not scheduled to become fully operational until

1/ Appendix 4 to this study, p. CRS-51.

2/ Figure 1 was compiled from multiple official sources, many of which
are specifically identified in the following text.
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early 1976. Construction at Malmstrom AFB, Montana and Whiteman AFB,

Missouri was programmed for completion the following year-. In

consonance with the treaty, the latter two will now be abandoned, as

will long-range plans for a full SAFEGUARD System of 12 sites, which

was intended "to provide.a thin area defense for the 48 contiguous

States and the District of Columbia." If the United States exercises

its option to build a second site, it must be centered on Washington,

D.C.

The USSR currently has one functioning ABM site with 64 missile

3/
launchers that ring Moscow.- Should the Soviets choose to establish

a companion site that covers an ICBM field, it must be located at

least 1300 km (800 miles) from the capital citykL (The only candidates

are east of the Ural Mountains ).

In sum, numerical parity is provided for by the treaty, but whether

either side will elect to establish a second site still is problematical.

Offensive Systems

ICBM Launchers

The United States has no programs to augment its

landbased missile force before 1977. The freeze therefore will have

l/ Moorer, Thomas H-, Statement Before the Senate Armed Services

Committee on United States Military Posture for FY 1973. Washington,
February 8, 1972, p. 18. Citation refers to dates; sites not

identified by name.

2/ Ibid.

3/ Ibid., p. 17.

/ Appendix 4 to this study, p. CRS-47.

n 4, q P OR
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no effect on the numbers of US ICBM launchers. Should we trade TITA

missiles for SLBMs, the total. would shrink from 1054 to about 1000.

Present plas call for 450 MINUTEMAN II models. The remaining 550

will be upgraded to MINUTLVIA III, each armed with three multiple

2/
independently-targeted reentry vehicles (MIRV).-

The current number of Soviet ICBM launchers is an official US

estimate, rather than a confirmed figure, as are all other Soviet

strengths shown on the chart.2' However, the Administration judges the

absence of authentic statistics to be tolerable, because US

intelligence agencies are confident that they can quickly detect any

4/
significant quantitative changes in the existing situation.- gore

than 300 of the 1618 total are SS-9s, of which there are four versions.

Models one and two have single large warheads capable of yielding about

_/ Although all 54 TITAN ICBMs hypothetically could be converted to
ballistic missiles on submarines, this would be technically infeasible.
Forty-eight could be exchanged either for three POLARIS boats (16
launchers each) or two TRIDENT boats (24 launchers each). However,
Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
indicates that neither option is likely to.be adopted. The JCS does
not propose building more POLARIS Class 'submarines, and TRIDENT will
not be available until after the period covered by the interim
agreement. Moorer, Thomas H., Statement Before the Senate At-med
Services Committee, June 20, 1972, p. 5.

2/ Moorer, Statement on U.S. Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 9.

3/ All estimates of future Soviet force strengths represent straight line
projections that make no effort to forecast whether current production.
rates might accelerate or abate.

Kissinger, Henry A., Question and Answer Session following a Briefing
for Senate and House Armed Services Committees, Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, House Foreign Affairs Committee and the Joint Atomic Energy
Committee. Washington, White House Press Secretary, June 15, 1972,
P. 5.
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25 megatons (MT), versus 1-2 MT for MINTUTEMAN. Both represent a

potential hazard to US ICBMs. Model three is adapted for the

Fractional Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS) and depressed trajectory.

The fourth variation is being tipped with three warheads that lack

an independent target capability (MRV). Unlike the United States,

the USSR had an active ICBM construction program prior to the SALT I

agreement which, if projected at the present rate of 250 missiles each

2/
year,- would have increased the inventory to. about 288 'hy 1977. Should

they elect to convert 210 SS-7 and SS-8 missiles to SLBMs (the

maximum option), the Soviet ICBM force would shrink to 1408. Otherwise,

it will remain steady at 1618.

Fears that the USSR might upgrade its obsolete SS-7s and SS-8s to

constitute a credible counterforce threat against MINUTEMAN.appear to be

unfounded. It would be like trying to modernize US ATLAS missiles,

which long ago were eliminated from our arsenal. SS-lls and 13s may be

another matter. Both models currently are undergoing tests, believed

designed to increase SS-ll penetration probabilities and to improve

SS-13 accuracy, but the results are vague.

Ballistic Missile Submarines

As was the case with ICBM launchers, the United States

never had any plans to augment its ballistic missile submarine force

1/ Moorer, Statement on US Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 7.

2/ Kissinger, Henry A., White House Press Conference. Moscow, Office of
the White House Press Secretary, 01:00 a.m., May 27, 1972, p. 1.

2/ Moorer, Statement on US Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 8.
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during the period 1972-1977 covered by the interim agreement. The

TRIDENT program (formerly designated ULMS for Undersea Long-Range

Missile System) will not bear fruit until 1978 at best. Consequently,

the 41 POLARIS/POSEIDON vessels now in service will remain constant,

1/
unless we trade TITAN ICBMs for POLARIS submarines.~l

Reports are conflicting, but the USSR probably has 25 operational

Y-class ballistic missile submarines at present, each armed with 16

missiles that have a 1500 nautical mile (NM) range. The US intelligence

community believes an additional 16-18 are under construction. Some

of these are a modification which mounts 12 missiles, presumably with a

somewhat greater range. These "modern" vessels, which total 41-43,

are reinforced by 30 some odd G- and H-class vessels, each with two or

three short range missiles (350 and 650 NM respectively).

The production rate of Y-class boats reputedly was 8-9 annually.

An estimated 80-90 vessels thus could have been afloat by 1977. The

five-year freeze nullifies that possibility, but if the Soviets exercise

their most profitable conversion option, they could increase the

number of Y-class boats to 62 by trading in 210 pre-1964 ICEMs (SS-7s

and 8s), in combination with obsolescent submarines equipped with 30

4/
more missiles.

1/ Ibid., p. 4.

2/ Ibid., p. 2 and Kissinger/Smith, White House Press Conference, May 26,
1972, op. cit., p. 10.

_/ Ibid., p. 11.

A/ Kissinger, White House Press. Conference, May 27, 1972, op. cit.,
p. 3-4.
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SLBM Launchers

The numbers of SLBM launchers available to both parties

obviously are directly related to the numbers of ballistic missile

submarines.

The United States, which has no on-going construction program,

maintains a constant figure of 656 (41 boats X 16 launchers each). By

1977, 496 launchers will be fitted with POSEIDON missiles, which have

10-14 reentry vehicles. The rest will be POLARIS A-3, with a three-MRV

capability. The interim agreement authorizes an increase to 710,

but in fact two TRIDENT or three new POLARIS submarines in exchange for

TITAN ICBMs would provide just 704.

Ascertaining the current status of Soviet SLBM launchers is

complicated by two factors. First, the USSR claims 48 submarines

operational or under construction, with a total of 768 missiles. Ou

official assessment is less. Further, some "modern" boats bear 12

launchers, others have the usual 16. The current figure of 580 SLBMs

reflected in Figure 1 is a compromise. The estimated production rate

4/
has been 128 annually.~ However, the freeze holds the USSR to 710

1/ Moorer, Statement on US Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 10,
12.

2/ See footnote 1, page CRS-9.

3/ Kissinger, White House Press Conference, May 27, 1972, op. cit., p. 3.

I/ Ibid., p. 1.
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launchers on "modern" submarines (plus 30 on older nuclear-powered

1/
types, for a total of 740), unless they opt to trade SS-7s, SS-8s

and obsolescent SLBMs for up-to-date versions. However, no combination

of 12- and 16-tube Y-class submarines equals the 950 authorized

launchers. The best they can achieve is 944./

Strategic Bombers

Strategic bombers were excluded from the SALT I accords. They

are considered here to afford a complete survey of pertinent delivery

systems.

The United States presently lists 400 B-52 and 60 FB-lll bombers

as unit equipment authorized in operational squadrons. (The combined

figure of 460 compares with 531 in the total inventory). Plans specify

that combat strength will remain constant throughout the five-year

freeze period. -

The Soviet strategic bomber force remains static at about 140, and

is likely to continue so unless BACKFIRE, a supersonic, swing wing

4/
aircraft, begins to edge into operational organizations.-

1/ Ibid., p. 3.

2/ Ibid., p. 4.

3/ Moorer, Statement on US Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 13.

4/ Laird, Melvin R., Statement Before the Senate Armed Services Committee
on the FY 1973 Defense Budget and FY 1973-1977 Program, "National
Security Strategy of Realistic Deterrence," February 15, 1972, p. 39.
This source cites approximately 195 aircraft, including about 50
tankers. A subsequent Department of Defense estimate of 140 Soviet
bombers was published in the Washington Post, US, Soviets Sign Arms

Limitation Pact, May 27, 1972, p. A-12.

Ie
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Cruise Missiles

Soviet nuclear weapons systems not addressed by SALT I, but

still capable of engaging targets in the United States, are limited to

submarine launched SHADDOCK cruise missiles (SLCM). Fewer than 50 boats

have been confirmed in the inventory, each with 6 to 8 missiles, whose

reliable range is estimated to be anywhere from 100 to 450 M, depending

1/
on conditions. None can be fired submerged.- Soviet SLCMs therefore

seem to be poor substitutes for SLBMs, although they could ravage US

coastal cities and airfields if the vessels were considered expendable.

Improved versions with greater ranges are under development, but

probably will not be operational during the period covered by the.

interim agreement.

Total Warheads/Bombs, Comparative Megatonnage

Graphic expositions of total offensive force loadings (numbers

of warheads), gross or equivalent megatonnage and the like, frequently

displayed in unclassified print, may be more misleading than informative,.

since they are subject to grave error. Only current and projected

statistics on US forces are reasonably reliable. Estimates of Soviet

figures are predicated on fragmentary evidence and numerous assumptions,

particularly as they deal with the future. Consequently, such

tabulations have been omitted from Figure 1. (These matters also were

omitted from the SALT I accords.)

Suffice it to say here that the United States presently seems to

enjoy a 2.5:1 superiority over the Soviets in nuclear warheads/bombs.

l/ Blackburn, Jane's Fighting
Jane's Weapons Systems, 197

Ships, 1972, op. cit., p. 595-598, and
2, p. 44.

CRS-14
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We expect to widen the gap to 3:1 by 1977 as a result of our MIRV

program, even if the Soviets also begin deploying MIRVs during the

freeze period. The USSR will maintain approximately 3:1 superiority

in megatonnage, owing largely to its SS-9 assemblage.21

FINDINGS DEDUCED FROM COMPARATIVE FORCE STRENGTHS

Several tentative findings based on the figures and other data

outlined above have been stressed in public analyses.

1. The treaty limitation on anti-ballistic missile defenses

superficially seems to favor the USSR, since it blocks US programs

which were more ambitious than and technologically superior to their

Soviet counterparts. (See pages CRS-27,28 for qualifications).

2. Conversely, the five-year freeze on selected strategic offensive

weaponry appears most advantageous to the United States in the following

respects.

a. It temporarily prevents the development of a gross

numerical disparity between the US and USSR in ICBMs, ballistic missile

submarines and SLBMs.

b. It permits continued rough parity in total delivery

vehicles, approximating 2500 each if we count US tactical air elements

afloat or overseas which have strategic missions. (The latter were
2/

not covered by the SALT I agreements and are not reflected on Figure 1).

/ Kissinger, White House Press Conference, May 27, 1972, op. cit., p. 5,

2/ I1id., p. 5. Soviet tactical air elements, IRBMs and M1vRMs have no
strategic" capability, as defined on page CRS-5, since they can-not

reach targets in the Continental United States. However, they are
relevant to'NATO scenarios, some of which relate to general war.

-qpwmp FOR OP. 1,121, -C
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c. It buys time in which to conclude a firm offensive weapons

treaty, complementary to the one on anti-ballistic missile systems,

which would further .enhance mutual deterrence and stability.

PART II. TE STRATEGIC CONTEXT

THE RELEVANCE OF STRATEGY

It is impossible to confirm or deny advantages or disadvantages

implied by the foregoing findings without first relating comparative

force strengths to their intended purpose. How indeed do the SALT I

accords influence the ability of this nation to implement its

deterrent strategy? To answer that question, we must examine the

essential concepts.

NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS AND OBJECTIVES

Both the ABM treaty and interim agreement refer to "supreme

interests", which must be protected at all costs. The most elemental

interest of all is involved: national survival, under conditions that

preserve our independence, geographic integrity, fundamental institutions,

basic values and honor, while concurrently maintaining for this

country a high degree of political, social, economic and military

viability. A compelling corollary interest is world peace, a

thought articulated by President Nixon in his J.anuary 22', 1970 State

of the Union message. "When we speak of America's priorities," he

said, "the first priority'must always be peace.

1/ Nixon, Richard M., State of the Union Address of the President of the
United States Delivered Before a Joint Session of the Senate and House

of Representatives, 91st Cong., second session, Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., January 22, 1970, p. 2.
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The "central national security objective" of the United States,

derived from those interests and spelled out by the Secretary of

1/
Defense, is "the prevention of war."- A number of subordinate goals can

be inferred from the President's published statements, of which two

are especially cogent: discourage nuclear attacks on the US homeland

or against other areas deemed essential to our well-being; deal

effectively with transgressors should preventive measures fail.

Those interests and objectives have prevailed since the onset of

the Nuclear Age. They form the foundation for United States strategy

related to the prevention (and, if necessary, the prosecution) of

general nuclear war.

AN OVERVIEW OF US GENERAL WAR STRATEGY

The national security interests and objectives just enumerated

continue to dictate a US deterrent strategy, in which this country

rules out preemptive nuclear war as an acceptable course of action.

Irreducible Requirements

Numerous authorities have attempted to isolate the essential

ingredients of any credible deterrent. Herman Kahn, for example, listed

half a dozen in his opus "On Thermonuclear War" -- frightening, inexorable,

persuasive, cheap, nonaccident prone and controllable.2/ Other versions

include security, responsiveness, versatility, selectivity and so forth.

Whatever the combination, however, it must add up to stability, a state

1/ Laird, Melvin R., Statement Before the House Armed Services Committee
on the FY 1972-1976 Defense Program and the 1972 Defense Budget,
"Toward a National Security Strategy of Realistic Deterrence",
March 9, 1971, p. 12.

2/ Kahn, Herman, On Thermonuclear War. New York, The Free Press, Second
A2ition, 1969, p. 146.
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of equilibrium in which neither side possesses a rational first strike

option, and which thereby encourages prudence and restraint.A'Should war

nevertheless ensue, despite all efforts to prevent it, the survivability

of an authoritative retaliatory force would be indispensable.

Alternative Strategic Concepts

A spate of concepts designed to satisfy those criteria have

evolved over the years. Some are strongly provocative, particularly

positions which advocate keeping first strike options open, even if we

have no intention of exercising them. Others are predominantly passive,

and there are many shades in between. The merits of maximum, minimum,

finite and other varieties of deterrence have been (and still are)

conditioned by conflicting views of the threat, which range from

insignificant to insuperable. Each variation has apparent, advantages

and disadvantages, which can be argued but not proved, since the absence

of any general nuclear war in history precludes practical experience

factors on which to base the premises. The proper solution is mainly

a matter of judgment.

The Current US Approach

The Nixon Administration thus far has been compelled to

pursue a military strategy which is not markedly different from

the one espoused by its predecessor, largely because hardware

l_/ The United States maintained a valid first strike capability and a
credible deterrence in the absence of stability during those years
when we enjoyed first a nuclear monopoly and then huge nuclear
superiority. Now that the USSR possesses a sizeable nuclear arsenal,
that condition no longer prevails.
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decisions made during the Eisenhower and Kennedy eras afford little

choice. That strategy and the supporting force posture seek to

convince enemies that aggression is the least attractive of all

alternatives by posing the probability of unacceptable risks in

relation to anticipated gains. In simplified form, US concepts

concentrate on:il

1. Retaliation

2. Countervalue targeting

3. ~{~estdefezmsi-.e

4. Arms control

Those four elements bear brief amplification.

Retaliation

Any second strike strategy by definition is defensive. It

automatically forfeits considerable initiative to the enemy, permitting

him to set the time, place and initial tempo of battle. In

event of general nuclear war, substantial devastation of the defender's

homeland is inevitable unless a strong protective screen is present. The

degree of damage depends on the type targets involved and the instigator's

capabilities, which can be estimated but not fully known. The credits

which counterbalance such liabilities must be derived from the enemy's

fear of inescapable and painful retaliation.

Countervalue Targeting

Countervalue targeting, directed against the enemy's population

centers and economic base, is typified by the "assured destruction"

S

2/ The elucidation contained herein merely describes the US strategy related
to general war. No attempt is made to evaluate it.

I" Rr"ll -TM ;'Mo ll , MI.,
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philosophy,which is no longer in vogue, but nevertheless is still largely

in force. The thesis asserts that "it is our ability to destroy an

attacker as a viable twentieth century nation that provides the deterrent."

2/
President Nixon has been searching for substitutes since 1969,2 many of

which are political, but militarily that basic philosophy still prevails.

We recognize the utility of counterforce targeting against enemy nuclear

delivery systems as a damage limiting feature to attenuate the

foe's follow-on attacks, but the main stress is reserved for cities.

Defensive Measures

To ensure credibility for our second strike strategy, we must

preserve the retaliatory force against any possibility of a successful'

preemptive attack that could cancel or critically curtail US capabilities

to respond.

Passive, rather than active, measures have prevailed for the

past decade. Impressive air defenses erected in the 1950s to guard

against Soviet manned bombers have been allowed to deteriorate as

the threat receded.- Protection against land-, sea-, and air-

launched ballistic missiles thus far has been confined to early

warning for retaliatory forces; the hardening of ICBM silos,

together with command/control and communications centers; aircraft

_1/ McNamara, Robert S., Statement Before the House Armed Services Committee
on the FY 1968-1972 Defense Program and 1968 Defense Budget. Washington,
US Govt. Print. Off., 1968, p. 39.

2/ Nixon, Richard M., US Foreign Policy for the 1970s: A New Strategy for
Peace, A Report to the Congress, Washington, US Govt. Print. Off.,
February 18, 1970, p. 121-122.

3/ Congress.House. Committee on Armed Services. Cuban Plane Incident at
New Orleans. Hearings held November 9, 17 and December 9, 1971 Before
the Armed Services Investigating Subcommittee, 92nd Congress, first
session. Washington, US Govt. Print. Off., 1972, p. 33-35, 39.

No I Po. Pop." 00 " 0 - If
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and ICBM dispersion; special airborne and ground alert procedures; and

mobility for forces afloat. Early ABM decisions were long. deferred by

former Secretary of Defense McNamara, who steadfastly believed that

"damage limiting programs, no matter how much we spend on them, can

never substitute for an assured destruction capability. 11l'He did

not waver until late in his regime, and the United States still has

no active ABM barrier. Even if the full, 12-site SAFEGUARD system

were installed as originally planned, only selective assets would be

covered. Civil Defense to shield the US population, resources,

industries and' institutions has always been accorded a low priority,

barring a brief period that bracketed the Berlin and Cuban missile

crises in 1961-62.

Arms Control

Heavy emphasis on arms control, diplomatic gestures and

negotiations are primary means by which the President hopes to reduce

the probability of general nuclear war, and thereby strengthen his

deterrent strategy. SALT I, which capitalizes on all three of those

elements, is a demonstrative result.

IMPLEMENTING FORCE POSTURE

Specialization

Strategic retaliatory and defensive forces that support the

US concepts outlined above have been tailored primarily to prevent

nuclear wars, rather than wage them if they erupt. None of our ICBMs or

STBMs have a kill capability against hard targets constructed to withstand

1/ McNamara, Statement on FY 1968-1972 Defense Program, op. cit., p. 38-39.

FN FIR'7- 1 Will qoql, mov, I ps'"N'rom IP,- 'I ..r if moo M. M Pip
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the blast, heat and radiation propagated by nuclear explosions. TITAN II

carries a large warhead, but lacks accuracy. MINUTEMAN has better

accuracy, but the yields are comparatively small. Neither POLARIS nor

POSEIDON possesses a potent enough punch. The latter, like the MIRVed

MINUTEMAN III, is specifically designed to increase target coverage and

improve penetration probabilities against a sophisticated ABM

1/
defense.- Unless adequate warning permits the Strategic Air Command

to deploy airborne alert forces into convenient positions before the

onset of war,manned bombers are not responsive enough to play a

respectable second strike counterforce role. None of our systems can

neutralize an enemy ballistic missile submarine fleet. Consequently,

US retaliatory forces must concentrate on population and production

centers.

The Role of Multiple Systems

Redundancy and diversity improve the survivability of United

States general war strike forces by amplifying enemy offensive and

defensive difficulties. Each component of our so-called TRIAD --

manned bombers,. ICBMs and ballistic missile submarines -- incorporates

unique capabilities, measured in terms of reliability, range, accuracy,

penetration potential, pre- and post-launch survivability,- simplicity,

adaptability, responsiveness, control, research and development prospects,

and cost. Each has shortcomings, but in combination, the three elements

complement each other nicely.

l/ Moorer, Statement on US Military Posture for FY 1973, op. cit., p. 7,
11.

S.. ~........
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Consider, for example, the timing problems which potential

aggressors confront if they plan to use low yield SLBMs against US

airfields and high yield ICBMs against our missile silos. Should all

missiles be launched concurrently, our warning system would detect

SLBMs about six minutes from impact, while the enemy ICBMs vere still

20-30 minutes away. Bombers on 15-minute alert would be destroyed on

the ground, but US missiles .would have plenty of time to take flight,

provided they got the signal to fire. Should the opposition launch its

ICBMs early, so that they would arrive over US targets simultaneously

with SLBMs, we would have ample opportunity to flush our bomber force.

The POLARIS/POSEIDON fleet would be largely immune in either event. In.

concert, the TRIAD also much reduces the likelihood that our entire

establishment could be overcome simultaneously through technological

surprise.

The Influence of Numbers

The requisite US arsenal is both complicated and costly, since

it must be able to endure a massive surprise first strike and still

perform satisfactorily. The assertion that ."one surviving POSEIDON

submarine could destroy 160 Soviet cities" is erroneous. It fails

to account for performance characteristics,.human and mechanical error

and for technological inadequacies that could cause weapons to abort, be

1/ Anderson, Sally and nonsaville, Bill, The Defense Monitor, "ULMS:
Too Much Too Soon", Washington, Center for Defense Information,
June 7, 1972, p. 3.

!PIP-P, -9.0-10 M "I", I df M 41 1- 17-7-01 P
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neutralized enroute, be off target or otherwise fail to accomplish

their missions.

The key question is: how many weapons and how many synergistic

systems are essential to execute our second strike strategy

successfully?

One faction is convinced that nothing less than overwhelming

numerical superiority will suffice. Another group believes that parity

I would best serve the .interests of stability. Still another would settle

for inferiority. The Nixon Administration strives for "sufficiency."-

The definition of sufficiency cannot be based on clear-cut

criteria. The ambiguous number necessary to create a credible

deterrence (which is nothing more than an induced state of the enemy's

mind) is contingent on judgmental factors, many of 'which are impossible

to quantify. Suffice it to suggest here that numerical superiority in

gross delivery systems, warheads or megatonnage is militarily

mandatory under certain sets of circumstances, parity 'will suffice under

others,and there are instances in which inferiority is acceptable, as

will be brought out in Part III.

However,,there is one important qualification. Superiority (or

even apparent superiority) may also be compulsory if either the

aggressor or defender believes that it is. Steward Alsop rammed that

point home recently, observing that "There is a profoundly important

psychological-political factor in the... .nuclear equation." As an

1/ Nixon, A New Strategy for Peace, February 18, 1970, op. cit., p. 121-
122.
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illustration, he noted that many "thoughtful and well-informed people"

are convinced that "the 6-to-l US preponderance in nuclear missile

power, which made theoretically rational a US first strike, was the.

central factor in Khruschev's backdown at the time of the 1962 Cuban

missile crisis. This despite the fact that in a nuclear exchange the

Soviets even in 1962 could have torn off an arm -- they could have

destroyed New York and other big American cities." This is why, he

concluded, "serious people ought to be asking themselves serious

questions about SALT. For example: How would some future President

react, eyeball to eyeball with .some future Khrushchev, if he knew

that his choice lay between backing down -- way down -- and a senseless

act of revenge, that would also be an act of national suicide?"-

By the same token, total numbers influence the perceptions of

allies and the uncommitted, which in turn condition the way this

country can conduct its foreign policy. Ultimately, therefore,

political and psychological considerations may be at least as important

as material requirements in ascertaining "sufficiency-".

PART III.- INTERACTIONS OF SALT I WITH US STRATEGY

Whether SALT I accords abet or attenuate the US nuclear deterrent

can best be determined by applying the controlling criteria of

-stability and survivability in succession to the ABM limitations, the

ICBM freeze, the ballistic missile submarine/SLBM freeze and total US vs

1 Alsop, Stewart, "How Safe is SALT?", Newsweek, June 5, 1972, p. 112.

on! IRP!, rIONITT poop 1 170".
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USSR force ratios to determine whether "sufficiency" still prevails.

ABM LIITATIONS

Secretary of Defense Laird has stressed three criteria in

justifying our SAFEGUARD ABM shield, two of which are linked inseparably

with survivability. To perform satisfactorily; the system must protect

US ICBMs and'bombers from Soviet nuclear attack, and guard against

accidental attacks from any source.-

It seems highly unlikely that the ABM treaty will unduly degrade

either of those defensive measures during the five-year period before

the first formal review in 1977. Just three sites could have been

completed by that date, all covering ICBM fields. Their combined

capability would have beeri quite modest . Onlyone of the remaing

nine proposed SAFEGUARD installations had received Congressional

Sfn 2/
approval even for advanced preparations, much less construction funds

:Restricting the overall program to a pair of ~sites therefore

should not seriously impair the survivability of our ICBMs or bombers

to weather a deliberate nuclear attack from any quarter, even Though

Soviet and Chinese Communist general war offensive capabiliti-es will

1/ Laird, Statement on the FY 1973 Defense Budget, op. cit., p. 76. The
third criteria, "defense of the 'Anerican people' against the kind of

nuclear attack which the Peoples Republic of China is likely to be
able to mount within the decade", should be unaffected over the short
term, since none of our ABM sites under construction covered .cities.
Neither should the survivability of our retaliatory capability be

endangered -- China is not expected to develop a serious counterforce

threat for several years. However, the absence of a thin area defense
might pose problems later, particularly with regard to nuclear blackmail.

2/ Foster, John S., jr., Statement on the SAFEGUARD -- Site Defense of
MINUTEMAN Before the Senate Armed' .Services Committee, Washington,
March 21, 1972, p. 3.
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improve in some respects. .The US ballistic missile submarine fleet,

which is not dependent on ABM defenses for protection, will be completely

unaffected. Perhaps equally important, US research, development, testing

and evaluation can continue, taking cognizance of experience derived

from operational sites.

As for defense against accidental attack, the ABM treaty should

have little bearing. The inadvertent detonation of a few nuclear

weapons over isolated US ICBM fields or. bomber bases would do little

to impair our retaliatory capability. Only cities would benefit

greatly from extended ABM coverage to ward off accidental attack, but

even the full 12-site SAFEGUARD system would have afforded a modest

advantage, in that regard, except for the national capital. Since the

treaty authorizes a point defense of Washington, D.C. (if we so

desire), limiting this country to a pair of ABM sites seems no great

loss in such context.

Stability should be strengthened by the treaty. Both ABM sites

allowed the US and 'USSR could be easily saturated. Those covering

the respective national capitals could be circumvented by surface bursts

outside effective ABM range, thereby subjecting the cities to intense

fallout. The remainder of each country is completely uncovered. Mutual

vulnerability thereby should continue to prevail. Even numerically

inferior retaliatory forces on either side could still inflict severe

damage.

1/ Laird, Statement on the FY 1973 Defense Budget, op. cit., p. 77.
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In sumi ABM limitations which superficiallyseem to favor the

Soviet Union (see page CRS-1 ) actually appear to produce a desirable

balance..

THE ICBM FREEZE

There is a close correlation between the numbers of landbased

missiles deployed by a defender and the numbers needed to destroy them.

Ideally, the ratio would be one offensive ICBM per enemy silo, but in

practice the situation is not so simple. Several weapons for each

target may be mandatory to ensure the desired probability and degree

of success. Conversely, certain technological improvements, including

MIRVs, may allow one delivery vehicle or warhead to engage several

targets simultaneously. Nevertheless, there still is a direct

relationship between the ICBM strengths of adversaries. Consequently,

constraining expansion appears advantageous to the United States in this

category of strategic offensive arms, since great Soviet superiority,

particularly at the SS-9 level, could endanger the survivability of

our ICBMs. Such constraints could also afford added security for US

bomber bases, although those "soft" targets could be more profitably

engaged by SLBMs without large warheads.

Almost any action to slow the upward spiral in the arms race

contributes to stability. That consequence accompanies the ICBM

freeze, but its significance is substantially less than in the case of

the ABM restrictions or (as will be shown) the relatively invulnerable

ballistic missile submarine systems, both of which foster mutual

vulnerability to a much greater degree.
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THE SUBMARINE/SLBM FREEZE

The implications of the burgeoning Soviet ballistic missile

submarine fleet have been widely .exaggerated, distorted and otherwise

misinterpreted.

As Admiral Moorer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has

pointed out, "none of the Soviet SLBMs now have. sufficient yield and

accuracy to pose a threat to our land-based missiles. They could,

however, pose a threat to our strategic bombers,"- at least until we

perfect a more efficient warning system. In short, a hazard was

beginning to develop against a second leg of our TRIAD. In that

regard, the freeze of submarines and SLBMs was desirable to the United

States.

Nevertheless, it is important to understand that there is no

sound justification for increasing the size of the US ballistic missile

I - submarine fleet simply because the Soviets are augmenting theirs. The

survivability of submarines, unlike that of ICBMs, is almost wholly

independent from the size of opposing nuclear strike forces. Missile

submarines submerged at sea are extraordinarily difficult (some say

impossible) to target reliably, given the current state of the art.

Unless the USSR creates a comprehensive ABM network or achieves a

spectacular breakthrough in the field of anti-submarine warfare which

1/ Moorer, Statement on 'US Military Posture for fY 1973, op. cit., p. 11.
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could neutralize our SLBMs (the ABM treaty prohibits the former; there

is no evidence that the latter is imminent), 41.US submarines

probably are just as "sufficient" for retaliatory purposes as 1041.

Most importantly, however, those aspects of the US-Soviet agreement

which encourage conversion from ICBMs to SLBMs actively advance the

cause of stability. The trend would improve the survivability of a

credible retaliatory capability and would strengthen mutual vulnerability.

In so doing, it should reinforce tendencies toward voluntary, mutual

restraint.

TOTAL FORCE RATIOS

From the foregoing, it is evident that terms like "superiority,"

"parity," and "inferiority" are deceptive when related to gross numbers

of delivery systems, nuclear weapons, or megatonnage. The facts that

the United States probably will amass three times as many warheads as the

USSR during the freeze period or that the Soviet Union will maintain a 3:1

lead in total explosive power are extraneous and becloud vital issues

related to stability and survivability. The feeling of satisfaction

derived from the knowledge that our combination of ICBMs, SLBMs, and

s-trategic aircraft roughly equals the Soviet's agglomeration of

offensive arms overlooks the different capabilities of the various

systems and the differing purposes they serve. Force ratios assume

significance only when coupled with specifics that interrelate

equipment with concepts, to wit, 313 Soviet SS-9s, for which the

United States has no counterpart, exhibit a potential MIRV capacity and

:4.1 .. ,,--
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a hard-target kill capability which could seriously endanger a part of

our retaliatory force if allowed to expand unchecked. Each such

instance influences stability and survivability in unique ways.

THE RESULTANT STATUS OF US NUCLEAR SUFFICIENCY

The Criteria. Secretary of Defense Laird, in his FY 1973 posture

statement, identified four "sufficiency criteria" (all under intensive

review in light of changing strategic conditions and the SALT

negotiations), which are basic planning considerations in tailoring

1/
US nuclear deterrent forces:~

1. Maintain an adequate second strike capability to deter an

all-out surprise attack on our strategic forces.

2. Provide no incentive for the USSR to strike the United

States first in a crisis.

3. Prevent the Soviet Union from gaining the ability to

cause considerably greater urban/industrial damage than the US could

inflict on the USSR in a nuclear war.

4. Defend against damage from small attacks or accidental

launches.

The Consequences of SALT I

An article recently published in the Congressional Record

addressed the impact of SALT I on those requirements - 1 The author

1/ Laird, Statement on the FY 1973 Defense Budget, op. cit., p. 65.

2/ Schneider, William J., jr., "Implications of Strategic Sufficiency"
in Extension of Remarks by Floyd Spence. Congressional Record,.
June.30, 1972, p. E 6736-6739.

40
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postulates, and his views are paralleled by other opponents of the

accords, that (at the very least) "the ABM agreement precludes satisfying

the fourth criteria...because the permissible ABM deployment is

limited to militarily insignificant levels." Beyond that, "if the

existing agreement becomes permanent and the Soviet Union deploys a

counterforce capable MIRV system, it is unlikely that any of the

sufficiency criteria could be satisfied." Finally, he concludes that

"it is not clear what can be salvaged from the sufficiency doctrine

that is relevant to a post-SALT environment. It is more likely that new

criteria are needed... In the absence of the legal right to provide

active defense which we have abandoned in the ABM treaty, this implies

a major capability for limited strategic war, and a complete rethinking

of our ideas on passive defense for civilian populations."

The analysis in this study leads to somewhat different appraisals.

Criteria 1, the maintenance of an adequate second strike

capability, does not seem endangered by SALT I. Even if the Soviets

deploy MIRVs in massive numbers during the five year period of the

interim agreement, and attain adequate accuracy with them to destroy

hardened MINUTEMAN silos, such action would jeopardize only one leg of

our TRIAD. Timing problems make it quite unlikely that US ICBMs and

bombers could be eliminated simultaneously. Even if they were, the

surviving POLARIS/POSEIDON fleet could still execute a savage

retaliatory strike, which is the objective of US strategy in event

deterrence fails.
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Criteria 2, providing no incentive for the USSR to strike first in

a crisis, thus is satisfied as fully as it was before the SALT

agreement. If the United States developed an imposing counterforce

capability, as some critics recommend, the Soviets might indeed be

tempted to strike first, rather than risk being disarmed by a US

preemptive assault.

Criteria 3, which seeks to prevent the USSR from gaining the

ability to inflict greater damage on US cities and industrial centers

than we could impose in return, is undisturbed by SALT I. We retain

the same delivery systems as before, and our MIRV programs will

significantly increase US capabilities in this regard during the

interval between 1972 and 1977. Even an accelerated Soviet MIRV

effort would be unable to compete in that time frame.

Criteria 4, defending against small attacks or accidental

launches, actually suffers very little from the ABM limitations. As

already noted, minor attacks (if, in fact, any nuclear offensive can be

considered "minor") would not seriously degrade the US strategic retaliatory

capability. Salt I will have almost no influence on US population

protection, since our people have always been in peril.

In balance, therefore, SALT I does not seem to impinge

unacceptably on the continued ability of the United States to maintain

an effective deterrent posture, nor does it invalidate our existing

capability to wage a general nuclear war if deterrance fails.
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PART IV. CONCLUSIONS

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

It is now possible to provide reasoned responses to the questions

posed on page CRS-2. In every instance (except question 10, \vhich

asks if we can detect numerical changes in the Soviet situation),

available evidence suggests that the answer is a qualified "No,

SALT I is not unduly detrimental." The reservation deals with

political and psychological impressions on US leadership and the

American people, on our allies, the uncommitted and the opposition.

It is too early yet to arrive at sound judgments in- those regards.

SUMATION

In summary, the primary military implications of SALT I are:

1. The ABM treaty should contribute to stability by

preserving a state of mutual US-Soviet vulnerability.

2. ABM limitations should not seriously impair the

survivability of the US retaliatory force.

3. Freezing the deployment of additional "heavy" ICBMs (as

defined by the United States) should preclude an unacceptable threat

to US land-based missiles.

4. The ballistic missile/SLBM freeze should constrain the

threat to US bombers.

5. US-Soviet conversions from ICBMs to SLBMs should

contribute to stability by creating survivable forces which guarantee

mutual vulnerability.

"
I
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6. Imbalances in total numbers of US-Soviet nuclear

delivery systems, warheads and megatonnage do not necessarily constitute

a crucial element in the overall strategic equation.

7. The criteria for US nuclear force "sufficiency" still

appear to be satisfied.

8. The USSR therefore is unlikely to develop a rational first

strike capability during the next five years as a result of the SALT I

accords.

PART V. RELATED PROBLEMS FOR CONSIDERATION

THE US APPROACH TO SALT II

SALT I addressed quantitative, rather than qualitative, matters.

SALT II is expected to bear on technological improvements, which must be

arrested if we ever hope to attain a condition of lasting stability and

resultant freedom from fear of general nuclear war.

The United States seeks to negotiate from a position of strength.

To that end, its leaders propose to prosecute strategic offensive and

defensive programs vigorously,l/ although that position is not

universally held. The goal is to strike a happy medium which melds

strategic and budgetary considerations in the best possible combination.

As Dr. Kissinger asserts, "if we spend too little on defense, if we

create such a unilateral weakness, then we destroy [the Soviet's] incentive

to negotiate seriously. If we spend too much and give them the idea that

we are gearing up simply... to get ahead of them, then we create the

1/ Laird, Statement Before the Senate Armed Services Committee. Washington,.
June 20, 1972, op. cit., particularly p. 4-6.

4
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other problem"- (a rampant arms race).

Bearing that in mind, four points are worth special consideration.

ABM ISSUES

The ABM treaty authorizes the United States to construct ballistic

missile defenses for the national capital. The Administration believes

that "failure to construct the Washington site to balance off the Soviet

capability would leave an undesirable asymmetrical relationship which

could be destabilizing and weaken our overall deterrent posture."-

A good case can be made that a single site (Grand Forks) is ample

for test and evaluation purposes, that the additional protection

afforded the National Command Authority would not be worth the

expense, and that the absence of a second site would have no influence

whatsoever on stability. On the other hand, an ABM defense of Washington,

D.C. would afford some ability to ward off small numbers of missiles

launched accidentally, even though it could be saturated or

circumvented easily by a determined, premeditated assault. Arguments

for its construction also could be predicated on psychological,.

rather than military, grounds.

1/ Kissinger, Question and Answer Session following a Briefing for
Congressmen, June 15, 1972, op. cit., p. 19.

2/ Moorer, Statement Before the Senate Armed Services Committee, June
20, 1972, op. cit., p. 9.
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MIRV ISSUES

1/
MIRVs were developed at first as a hedge against the ABM.- The

Administration will continue to press present IMIRV programs, and is

"requesting moderate increases in funding to move forward with work on

2/
improved re-entry vehicles for our ballistic missiles." (Italics in

original).

In the absence of an effective Soviet ABM area defense, such a

course is controversial. The prospect of improved US capabilities

might indeed encourage the Soviet's inclination to negotiate seriously

3/
during SALT II, as the Administration believes,~ and to compromise.

If not, there could be undesirable side effects. Even if the USSR

expedites efforts to MIRV both its ICBMs and SLBMs, the expenditure

of complementary US energies may not be necessary to ensure

survivability or adequate target coverage, would contribute to in-

stability and in consequence might well be both wasteful and counter-.

productive. In the long run, MIRV competition could be to the net

advantage of the Soviet Union, since its ICBMs have a greater pay load

capacity than ours.

TRIDENT ISSUES

The Administration wants to accelerate the development of an undersea

long-range missile system, TRIDENT, as a replacement for POLARIS/POSEIDON.

l_/ Kissinger, Question and Answer Session following a Briefing for

Congressmen, June 15, 1972, op. cit., p. 27.

2/ Laird, Statement Before the Senate Armed Services Committee, June 20,

1972, op. cit., p. 6.

3/ Kissinger, Question and Answer Session following a Briefing for
Congressmen, June 15, 1972, op. cit., p. 3.
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Ten vessels are in the contract, although none will be operational

1/
during the five year offensive weapons freeze period.

TRIDENT would bolster the survivability of our submarine missile

j fleet, would improve target coverage by keeping more boats on station

or otherwise within missile range and would constitute. a stable means

of strengthening our position. However, a caveat may be desirable.

Herbert.Scoville, Jr., Director of the Arms Control Association,

testifying before a House Foreign Affairs subcommittee on May 31,

1972, suggested that "since we do not even know the nature of any

impending [antisubmarine warfare] threat, it is premature to freeze

2/
on a new large submarine at this time."- Perhaps, in the absence

of a Soviet ABM network which might seriously degrade the credibility

of our present SLBM capability, the extent of TRIDENT purchases should

be reassessed and serious-efforts continued to explore a wide variety

of alternative submarine missile systems.

B-1 BOMBER ISSUES

Strategic bombers were not affected by the interim agreement on

offensive arms, but they nevertheless comprise an important part of

the United States deterrent posture.

B-1 bombers would strengthen penetration probabilities for a

rapidly aging one third of our TRIAD, although they would do little to

sustain survivability against the improved Soviet SLBM capabilities

1/ Laird, Melvin R., Press Interview at Andrews Air Force Base, 09:30,
May 16, 1972, p. 1, and Moorer, Statement Before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, June 20, 1972, op. cit., p. 5.

2/ Scoville, Herbert, jr., Testimony Before the House Foreign Affairs

Subcommittee on National Security Policy, "National Security Policy:
Military Power in the Post SALT Period," Washington, May 31, 1972,
p. 5.
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authorized by SALT I. Simultaneously, B-is would preserve tactical

options not provided by ballistic missiles -- the ability to engage

targets of opportunity, for example. Moreover, because of their

lengthy reaction times and ease of control, bombers are less

destabilizing than ICBMs. However, the question most often asked by

critics is similar to the reservation expressed about TRIDENT:

should we lock onto a system that produces incremental improvements

without waiting for a clearer threat to develop? A technological

breakthrough by the Soviets in the field of air defense could invalidate

our whole approach.

RECAPITULATION

In sum, decisions concerning ABM, MIRV, TRIDENT and B-1 bomber

shzud be related imeiazelyto tce stray y,

their relevance to SALT I and their probable influence on forthcoming

SALT II.
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APPENDIX I

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
ON THE LIMITATION OF ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILE
SYSTEMS

The United States of America and tle Union of Soviet Socialist
RepubliCs. hereinafter referred to as the Parties,

Proceeding from the premiiise that nuclear war would have dvans-
tating conseqiuences for all mankind.

Considering that effective measures to limit anti-ballistic misiIle
systems would be a substantial factor in curbing the race in strategic
offensive arms and would lead to a decrease in the risk of outbreak of
war involving nuclear weapons,

Proceeding from the premise that the limitation of anti-ballistic
missile systems, as well as certain agreed measures with respect to the
limitation of strategic offensive arms, would contribute to the crea-
tion of more favorable conditions for further negotiations on limiting

46 strategic arms,
Mindful of their obligations under Article VI of the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, .
Declaring their intention to achieve at the earliest possible date the

cessation of the nuclear arms race and to take effective measurestoward.
reductions in strategic arms, nuclear disarmament. and general and
complete disarmament,

Desiring to contribute to the relaxation of international tension and
the strengthening of trust between States,

Have agreed asAfollows:
ARTICLE I

1. Each Party undertakes to limit anti-ballistic missile (ABM) sys-
teis and to adopt other measures in accordance with the provisions of
this Treaty.

2. Each Party undertakes not to deploy ABM systems for a defense
of the territory of its country and not to provide a base for such a
defense, and not to deploy ABM systems for defense of an individual
region except as provided for in Article III of this Treaty.

ARTICLE II

1. For the purposes of this Treaty an ABM system is a system to
counter strategic ballistic missiles or their elements in flight trajec-
tory, currently consisting of:

(a) Ai;M interceptor missiles, which are interceptor missiles
constmucted and deployed for an ABM role, or of a type tested in
an ABM mode;

(b) ABM launchers, which are launchers constructed and de-
ployed for launching ABM interceptor missiles; and

(c) ABM radars, which are radars constructed and. deployed
for an ABM role, or of a type tested in an ABM mode.

-
- F I "! IP I 1,- 10-40"
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2. C lio A y(st1m components listed in parngraph 1 of this Article
inc''l(I(' t 105 wich 're:

()opvrlt ionllI;

(1)) 1111der co st 1-uit on;
('') iiulergoing test itg;
(1d) 1n1rgoin(g overhuNill , repair -or conversion ; or
(o) motlbaulled.

AiwriT IT
Each Party undertakes not to deploy ABM systems or their com-

ponents except th:at
(a) within one Al1[ system deployment area having a radius of

one hundred and fifty kilometers and centered on the Party's national
capital, a Party may deploy: (1) no more than one hundred ABM
laimchers and no more than one hundred ABM interceptor missiles at
launch sites, and (2) A BM radars within no more than six ABM radar
complexes, the area of each complex being circular and have a diameter
of no more than three kilometers; and

(b) within one ABM system deployment area having a radius of
one hundred and fifty kilometers and containing ICBM silo launchers,
a Party may deploy: (1) no more than one hundred ABM launchers
and no more than one hundred ABIM interceptor missiles at launch
sites, (2) two large phased-array ABM radars comparable in potential
to corresponding ABM radars operational or under construction on
the date of signature of the Treaty in an ABM system deployment
area containing ICBM silo launchers, and (3) no more than eighteen
ABM radars each having a potential less than the potential of the
smaller of the ab6ve-mentioned two large phased-array ABM radars.

ARnicLEIV

The limitations provided for in Article III shall not apply to ABM
systems or their components used for development or testing, and lo-
cated within current or additionally agreed test ranges. Each Party
may have no more than a total of fifteen ABM launchers at test ranges.

ARTICLE V

1. Each Party undertakes not to develop, test, or deploy ABM
systems or components which are sea-based, air-based, space-based, or
mobile land-based.

2. Each Party undertakes not to develop, test, or deploy ABM
launchers for launching more than one ABM interceptor missile at a
time from each launcher, nor to modify deployed launchers to provide
them with such a. capability, nor to develop, test, or deploy automatic
or semi-automatic or other similar systems for rapid reload or ABM
launchers.

ARTICLE VI

To enhance assurance of the effectiveness of the limitations on ABM
systems and their components provided by this Treaty, each Party
undertakes:

(a) not to give missiles, launchers, or radars, other than ABY.'inter-'

ceptor missiles, ABM launchers, or'AIBM radars, capabilities to counter
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strte1 ie ballistic. m sil s , -, o 'hir ments in flight traJ5 or andy, .(1not to tes( thenm in an A il I NIode ; find
(b) not to deploy in the ftirl radars for early warnnlag of sitr-

tegie ballistic missile attack except at locations along, the periphery
of its naticmal territory and orient ed out ward.

A-rricr: VII

Subject to the provisions of this Treaty, modernization and replive-
ment of AWN[ systems or their comnponents may he carried out.

ARTICLE VIII

ARM systems or their components in excess of the numbers or
outside the areas specified in this Treaty, as well as ABIM systems or
their components prohibited by this Treaty. shall be destroyed or dis-
mantled under agreed procedures within the shortest possible agreed
period of time.

ARTICLE IX

To assure the viability and effectiveness of this Treaty, each Party
undertakes not to transfer to other States, and not to deploy outside
its national territory, ABM systems or their components limited by
this Treaty.

ARTICLE X

Each Party undertakes not to assume any international obligations
which would conflict with this Treaty.

ARTICLE XI

The Parties undertake o continue active negotiations for limita-
tions on strategic offensive arms.

ARTICLE XII

1. For the purpose of providing assurance of compliance with the
provisions of this Treaty, each Party shall use national technical
means of verification at its disposal in a manner consistent with gener-
ally recognized principles of international law.

2. Each Party undertakes not to interfere with the national techni-
cal means of verification of the other Party operating in accordance
with paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. Each Party undertakes not to use deliberate concealment meas-
ures which impede verification by national technical means of com-
pliance with the provisions of this Treaty. This obligation shall not
require changes in current construction, assembly, conversion, or over-
haul practices.

ARTICLE XIII

1. To promote the objectives and implementation of the provisions
of this Treaty, the Parties shall establish promptly a Standing Consul-
tative Commission, within the framework of which they will:

(a) consider questions concerning compliance with the obliga-
tions assumed and related situations which may be considered
ambiguous;
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(/) Jpovi le on a o intnivy basis sieli infoi-itioni as (itl-r
1 ' y1 N7cOi i -l(s i(IeSSa y i to assl ire ('Oll( 'idel)(' i' I) folllpliniiiCP with
the(ob'i a ions ass med

(c) Consider (I1estlo ils invo)vinunintend(ed inferference with
national tenlica- al mean ma C verification n ;

(d) consider possible changes in the strategic situation which
have a bearing on the. provisions of this Treaty;

(e) agreed )0O1 )10rer1(s an( (ates for (stru-tion or dis-
natlinti of A 11 systems or their components in cases provided
for 1y the provisions of this reaty;

(I) consider, as appropriate, possible proposals for further in-
creasing the viability of this Treaty, including proposals for
amendments in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty;

(g) consider, as appropriate, proposals for further measures
aimed at limiting strategic arms.

2. The Parties through consultation shall establish, and may amend
as appropriate, Regulations for the Standing Consultative Commis-
sion governing procedures, composition and other relevant matters.

ARTICLE XIV

1. Each Party may propose amendments to this Treaty. Agreed.
amendments shall enter into force in accordance with the procedures
governing the entry into force of this Treaty.

2. Five years after entry into force of this Treaty, and at five year
intervals thereafter, the Parties shall together conduct a review of this
Treaty.

ARTICLE X

1. This Treaty shall be of unlimited duration.
2. Each Party shall, ixt exercising its national sovereignty, have the

right to withdraw from this Treaty if it decides that extraordinary
events related to the subject matter of this Treaty have jeopardized its
supreme interests. It shall give notice of its decision to the other Party
six months prior to withdrawal from the Treaty. Such notice shall
include a statement of the extraordinary events the notifying Party
regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

ARTICLE XVI

1. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification in accordance with
the constitutional proce(lures of each Party. The Treaty shall enter
into force on the day of the exchange of instruments of ratification.

2. This Treaty shall be registered pursuant to Article 102 of the
Charter of the United Nations.

DONE at Moscow on May 26, 1972, in two co pies, each in the English
and Russian languages, both texts being equally authentic.

For the United States of America:
RicirARD Nxox,

President of the United State8 of Amerwa.
For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

L. T. BREZFiNEV,
General Secretary of the Central Commi& of the CPSU.

RON" p e pm -0
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APPENDIX II

INTERIM AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS ON CERTAIN MEASURES WITH RESPECT
TO THE LIMITATION OF STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE ARMS

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, hereinafter referred to as the Parties,

Convinced that the Treaty 'on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems and this Interim Agreement on Certain Measures
with lRespect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms will con-
tribute to the creation of more favorable conditions for active negotia-
tions on limiting strategic arms as well as to the relaxation of inter-
national tension and the strengthening of trust between States,

Taking into account the relationship between strategic offensive and
defensive arms,

Mindful of their obligations under Article VI of the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,

Have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE I

The Parties undertake not to start construction of additional fixed
land-based intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) launchers after

July 1, 1972..
ARTICLE II

The Parties undertake not to convert land-based launchers for light
ICBMs, or for ICBMs of older types deployed prior to 1964, into
land-based launchers for heavy ICBMs of types deployed after that
time.

ARTnCLE III

The Parties undertake to limit submarine-launched ballistic missile
(SILBM) launchers and modern ballistic missile submarines to the
numbers operational and under construction on the date of signature
of this Interim Agreement, and in addition to launchers and sub-marines constructed under procedures established by the Parties as
replacements for an equal number of ICBM launchers of older types
deployed prior to 1964 or for launchers on older submarines.

ARTICLE IV

Subject to the provisions of this Interim Agreement, modernization
and replacement of strategic offensive ballistic missiles and launchers
covere by this Interim Agreement may be undertaken.

ARTICLE V

1. For the purpose of providing assurance of comliance with theprovisions of this Interim Agreement, each Party shall use national
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technical means of verificntion at its disposal in a manner ConS-tIS nt,
with generally recognized principles of international law.

2. Each Party undertakes not to interfere w ith the national teCh-
nieal means of verification of the other Party operating in accordance
.with paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. Each Party undertakes not to use deliberate concealment measures
which impede verification by national technical means of compliance
with the provi:;ions of this Interim Agreement. This obligation shall
not require changes in current construction, assembly, conversion, or
overlni iii practices.

ARTICLE VI

To promote the objectives and iipleientntion of the provisions of
this il erim Agreement,H ie Pa tiles shall use the Stanldinr 'Consulta-
tive Commission established tader A rt icle X I II of tie Tireaty on the
Limitation of Anti-iaillistic Missile Systems in ecordall-v' with the
provisions of that Article.

ARTICLE VII

The Parties undertake to continue active negotiations for limitations
on strategic offensive arms. The obligations provided for in this In-
terin Agreement shall not prejudice the scope or terms of the limita-
tions on strategic offensive arms which may be worked out in the course
of further negotiations.

ARTicLE , III

1. This Interim Agreement shall enter into force upon exchange of
written notices of acceptance by each Party, which exch ange shall take
place simultaneously with the exchange of instruments of ratification
of the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems.

2. his Interim Agreement, shall remain in force for a period of five
years unless replaced earlier by an agr-eement on more complete meas-
ures limiting strategic offensive arms. It is the objective of the Parties
to conduct active follow-on negotiations with the aim of concluding
such an agreement as soon as possible.

3. Each Party shall, in exercising its national sovereignty, have the
right to withdraw from this Interim Agreement if it decides that

- extraordinary events related to the subject matter of this Interim
Agreement have jeopardized its supreme interests. It shall give notice
of its decision to the other Party six months prior to withdrawal from
this Interim Agreement. Such notice shall include a statement of the
extraordinary events the notifying Party regards as having jeopard-
ized its supreme interests.

DONE at Moscow on May 26, 1972, in two copies, each in the English
and Russian languages, both texts being equally authentic.

For the Unitea States of America:
RICHARD NixoN,

President of the United States of America.

- For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
L. I. BREzhNEv U

General Secretary of Ohw Central Committee of the CpSU.
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PROTOCOL TO THE INTERIM AGREEMENT .-TETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS ON CERTAIN MtAS-
URES WITH RESPECT TO THE LIMITATION OF STRA-
TEGIC OFFENSIVE ARMS

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. hereinafter referred to as the Parties,

Having agreed on certain limitations relating to submarine-launched
ballistic missile lainchers and modern ballistic missile submarines,
and to replacement procedures. in the Interim Agreement,I lave agreed as follows:

Ih litParie is understan111d that, under Article III of the Interim
Agreement, for the period( ]IIIri1ig which that Agre('ment remains in
force.:

ThIe U.S. mInyu have n)o more than 710 ballistic missile launchers
on submarines (SIAI is) and no more than 44 modern ballistic missile
submarines. The Soviet Union may have no more than 950 ballistic
mis sile launehers on submarines and no more than 62 modern ballistic
missile sum rin(s.

Additional ba list ic missile lancers on submarines up to the above-
mentionel levels, in the IJ.S.-over 656 ballistic-nissile launchers on
nuclear-powered siina ri ties, and in the U.S.S.R.-<wer 740 ballistic
missile liebers on nuclear-powered submarines, ope rational and
under construction, mna become operational as replacements for equal
numbers of ballistic missile launchers of older types deployed prior
to 1964 or of ballistic missile launchers on older submarines.

The deployment of modern SLBMs on any submarine, regardless
of type, will be counted against the total level of SLBMs permittd
for the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

This Protocol shall be considered an integral part of the Interifni
Agreement.

loNE at Moscow this 26th day of May, 1972.
For the United States of America:

RWTAIW Nxox,
President of the United State8 of America.

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
L. I. BREZHNEV,

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU.

- - 0 7 m" -0 "own MOIR " 0 v 11 11 - . . . I I- -!"1. --M -, - - NMI wippromm, , : . , .%%%%%%% 1- - - -, - -
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APPENDIX IV

1. AGREED INTERPRETATIONS

(a) Ii/ia/ed Stratnwnts.-The texts of the statements set out below
were agreed upon and initialed by the l eads of the Delegations on
May 26, 1972.

ABM TREATY

[A]

The Parties understand that, in addition to the ABM radars which
may be deployed in accordance with subparagraph (a) of Article III
of the Treaty, those non-phased-array ABM radars operational on the
date of signature of the Treaty within the ABM system deployment
area for defense of the national capital may be retained.

[B]

The Parties understand that the potential (the product of mean
emitted power in watts and antenna area in square meters) of the
smaller of the two large phased-array ABM radars referred to in sub-
paragraph (b) o Article III of the Treaty is considered for purposes
of the Treaty to he three million.

[C]

The Parties understand that the center of the ABM system deploy-
ment area centered on the national capital and the center of the ABM
system deployment area containing ICBM silo launchers for each
Party shall be separated by no less than thirteen hundred kilometers.

[D]

The Parties agree not to deploy phased-array radars having a po"
tential (the product of mean emitted power in watts and antenna area
in square meters) exceeding three million, except as provided for in
Articles III, IV and VI of the Treaty, or except for the purposes of
tracking objects in outer space or for use as national technical means
of verification.

[E]

In order to insure fulfillment of the obligation not to deploy ABM
systems and their components except as provided in Article III of the
Trety, the Parties agree that in the event ABM systems based on-
other physical principles and including components capable of sub-
stituting for ABM interceptor missiles, AtM'launchers, or ABM
1dairs are created in the future, specific limitations on such system=
and thdir components would be subject to discussion in accordzkcs
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with Article XIII and agreement in accordance with Article X .V of
the Treaty.

[F]

The Parties understand that Article V of the Treaty includes obli-

gations not to develop, test or deploy ABM interceptor missiles for
the delivery by each ABM interceptor missile of more than one inde-
pendently guided warhwad.

['0]

The Parties understand that Article IX of the Treaty inciudes the
obligation of the U7S and the ITSSR not to provide to other States
technical descriptions or blueprints specially worked out for the con-
struction of ABIM systems and their components limited by the Treaty.

INTERIM AGREEMENT

[II]
The Parties understand that land-based ICBM launchers referred

to in the Interim Agreement are understood to be launchers for stra-
tegic ballistic missiles capable of ranges in excess of the shortest dis-
tance between the northeastern border of the continental U.S. and the
northwestern border of the continental USSR.

[I]

The Parties understand that fixed land-based ICBM launchers
under active construction -as of the date of signature of the Interim

Agreement may be completed.

.[J]

The Parties understand that in the process of modernization and
replacement the dimensions of land-based ICBM silo launchers will
not be significantly increased.

[K]

The Parties understand that dismaintling or destruction of ICBM
launchers of older types deployed prior to 1964 and ballistic missile
launchers on older submarines being replaced by new SLIIM launchers
on modern submarines will be initiated at the time of the beginning of
sea trials of a replacement submarine, and will be completed in the

shortest possible agreed )eriod of time. Such dismantling or destruc-
tion. and timely notification thereof. will be accomplished under pro-
cedures to be agreed in the Standing Consultative Commission.

[Li

The Parties understand that during the period of the Interim
Agreement there shall be no significant increase in the number. of
ICBM or SLBM test and training launchers. or in the number of such

launchers for modern land-based heavy ICBMs. The Parties further
understand that construction or conversion of ICBM Iuincher t test
ranges shall be undertake only for purposes.of testing -and trmnfin.

( ) Common Ungetersiws.-Chedodun e s
Parties on the following matters was reached during,the negotiations:

m
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A. IN;IICIAsE IN ICM 11,sIO DIMENSIONS

Ambassador Smith made the following statement on May 26, 1972:
The Parties agree that the term "significantly increased"

means that an increase will not be greater than 10-15 perci&
of the present dimensions of land-baied ICBM silo launchers.

Minister Semenov replied that this statement corresponded to the
Soviet understanding.

B. LOCATION OF ICBM DEFENSES

The U.S. Delegation made the following statement on May 26, 1972:
Article III of the ABM Treaty provides for each side one

ABM system deployment area centered on its national capital
and one ABM system deployment area containing ICBM
silo launchers. The two sides have registered agreement on
the following statement: "The Parties understand that the
center of the ABM system deployment area centered on the

national capital and the center of the ABM system deploy-
ment area containing ICBM silo launchers for each Party
shall be separated by no less than thirteen hundred kilo-
meters." In this connection, the U.S. side notes that its ABM
system deployment area for defense of ICBM silo launchers,
located west of the Mississippi River, will be centered in the
Grand Forks ICBM silo launcher deployment area.. (See Ini-
tialed Statement [C].)

C. ABM TEST RANGES

The U.S. Delegation made the following statement on April 26,1972:
Article IV of the ABM Treaty provides that "the limi-

tations provided for in Article III shall not apply to ABM
systems or their components used for development or testing,
and located within current or additionally agreed test ranges."
We believe it would be useful to assure that there is no misun-
derstanding as to current ABM test ranges. It is our under-
standing that AWM test ranges encompass the area within
which ABM components are located for test. purposes. The
current U.S. ABM test ranges are at. White Sands, New Mex-
ico, and at Kwajalein Atoll, and the current Soviet ABM
test range is near Sary Shagan in Kazakhstan. We consider '
that non-phased array radars of types used for range safety,
or instrumentation purposes may he located outside of ABM
test ranges. We interpret the reference in Article IV to "addib
tionally agreed test ranges" to mean that ABM components..
will not be, located at any other test ranges without prior

I-.agree.ment between our Governments that there will be sueh
additional ABM test ranges.

On May 5, 1972, the Soviu3 Delegation stated that there was a com-
mon understanding on what ABM test ranges were, that the use of-the
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tVpes of fIo-AB M radars for range safety or instrumentation was not
limited under tfhe Treaty, that the reference in Article IV to "addi-
tionally agreed" test ranges was sufficiently clear, and that national
means permitted i(lentifying current test ranges.

). MOBILE ABM SYSTEMS

On January 28, 1972, the U.S. Delegation made the following state-
ment:

Article V(1) of the Joint Draft Text of the ABM Treaty
illnlidesI an Ilndcrtakin!Z not to develop), test, or deploy mobile
land-bsed AlAM systems and their componienits. Oi May 5,
1971, the T.S. side m1indicat ed t hat, in its view, a prohibition on
deployment of mobile A M h\[systems and com)onents would
ruIle ()ut the deplo0yme1Vnt of A BM launchers and radars which

were not permanent fixed types. At that time, we asked for
the sovit view of this iner etation. oes the Soviet side
Art with the I t.S. side' interpretation put forward on
MJay 5, 1971?

On Apri1 1n1972, the Soviet Degation said there is a general com-
mon understanding on this inatter.

F. STANDING CNsq(;ATVFCOINMMssION

Ambsslor Smit h made tHe following statement onMay 2, 1972:
The United Statespropos dete(yeies agree that, with

rticl ca bnital implementation of the ABM Treatys
rt ile XT i ot ishe Stanind ConsatativemCommission

(SCC) and of theconsultation Articles to the Interim Agree-
Mient o offensive arm ant the Accidnnaeens i e ontu*
ngreement establishin the SCC will be worked out early in
the follow-on SALT ne-otintions; iintil that is completed,

the follow 1 Mrnients will prevail: when SALT is in
Session, any Constltation desired by either side under these
Articlesvan e carried ont by the two SALT Delegations;
whepn SALT is not in session, ad hor arrangements for any

desired considwations f der these Articles may be made
through diplomatic channels.

Minister Semenov replied that, on an ad ftrefndum basis, he would

agree that the U.S. statement corresponded to the Soviet understand-

1g.
F. STANDSTLL

On M\ay 6, 1972, Minister Semenov made the following statement:

In an effort to accommodate the wishes of the U.S. side,.
the Soviet Delegation is prepared to proceed on the basis that

the two sides will in fact observe the obligations of both the.

*See Artcle 7 of Axreement to Reduce the Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear War BZitween
the United States of America and the Union of Soviat Socialist Republic, iged Sept. 80,

m TIM M I. PMR., ell
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Interim Agreement and the ABIM Treaty beginning from the
date of signature of these two documents.

In reply, the U.S. Delegation made the following statement on
May 20,1972:

The U.S. agrees in principle with the Soviet statement
made on. May 6 concernig observance of obigations begin-
ning from date of signature but we would like to;make clear
our understanding that this means that, pending ratification
and acceptance, neither side would take any action prohibited

.by the agreements after they had entered into force, This
understanding would continue to apply in the absence of
notification by either signatory of its intention not to proceed
with ratification or approval.

The Soviet Delegation indicated agreement with the U.S. statement.

2. UNILATERAL STATEMENTS

(a) The following noteworthy unilateral statements were made

during the negotiations by the United States Delegation:

A. WITHDRAwAL FROM TIE ABM TREATY

On May 9, 1972, Ambassador Smith made the following statement:

The U.S. Delegation has stressed the importance the U.S.
Government attaches to achieving agreement on more coM-
plete limitations on strategic offensive arms, following agree-
ment on an ABM Treaty and on an Interim Agreement on
certain measures with respect to the limitation of strategic
offensive arms. The U.S. Delegation believes thit an objec-
tive of the follow-on negotiations should he to constrain and
reduce on a long-term basis threats to the survivability of our
respective strategic retaliatory forces. The USSR Delegation
has also indicated that the objectives of SALT would remain
unfulfilled without the achievement of an agreement provid-
ing for more complete limitations on strategic offensive arms.
Both sides recognize that the initial agreements would be
steps toward the achievement of more complete limitations on
strategic arms. If an agreement providing for more complete
strategic offensive arms limitations were not achieved within
five years, U.S. supreme interests could be jeopardized.
Should that occur, it would constitute a basis for withdrawal
from the ABM Treaty. The U.S. does not wish to see such a
situation occur, nor do we believe that the USSR does. It is
because we wish to prevent such a situation that we emphasize
the importance the U.S. Government attaches to achievement
of more complete limitations on strategic offensive arms. The
U.S. Executive will inform the Congress, in connection with
Congressional consideration of the ABM Treaty and the
Interim Agreement, of this statement of the J.S. position.
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R. LANI-)MOBILE TCM LAUNCITEMS

The U.S. Delegation nade lie following statement on May 20,.
1972:

In connection with the important subject of land-mobile
ICRhIlaunchers. in the interest, of concluding the Interim
Agreement the U.S. Delegation now withdraws its proposal
that Article I or an agreed statement explicitly prohibit the
deployment of mobile land-based ICBM 1 lancers. I have
been instructed to inform you that, while agreeing to defer
the question of limitation of opert ional1 land-noblile ICBM
launchers to the subsequent negotiations on more complete

ji limitations on strategic offensive arms, the U.S. would con-
sider the deployment of Operatibaal and-mobile ICBM
launchers during the period of the Interim Agreement as
inconsistent with the o)jeCtives of that, Agreement.

-The U.S. Delegation made t he followin- statement on IMay 20, 1972:-

I wish to emphasize the importance that the United States
attaches to the provisions of Article V, including in particu-

Slar their application to fitting out oi- berthing submarines..

The U.S. Delegation made the following statement on May 26, 1972:
The U.S. Delegation regrets that the Soviet Delegation has

not been willing to agree on a common definition of a heavy
missile. Under these circumst ances,.the U.S. Del egation be-
lieves it necessary to state the following: The United States
would consider any ICBM having a volume significantly
greater than that of the largest light ICBM now operational
on either side to be a heavy ICluI. The U.S. proceeds on
the premise that the Soviet side wvill give (due account to this
consideration.

E. TE-1M) TN AEN MODE

On April 7, 1972- the U.S. Delegation made the following statement:
Article II of the Joint Text Dra ft uses the term "tested in an

ABM node," in defininig Al M components, and Article V1
includes certain obligations concerning such testing. We be-
lieve that the sides should have a common understanding of
this phrase. First, we would note that the testing provisions
of the AI[ Treaty are intended to apply to testing which.
occurs after the date of signature of the Treaty, and not to
any testing which may have occurred in the past. Next, we
would amplify the remarks we have made on this subject dur-
ing the previous Helsinki phase by setting forth the objectives.
which govern the U.S. view on the subject, namely, while pro-
hibiting testing of non-ABM components for ABM purposes:
not to precent testing of ABM components,.and not toiprevent
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testing of non-ABM components for non-ABM purposes. To
clarify our interpretation of "tested in an ABM mode," we
note that we would( consider a laumcher, missile or radar to be
"tested in an ABM mode" if, for example, any of the follow-
ingevents occur: (1) a launcher is used to launch an AWNM
interceptor missile, (2) an interceptor missile is flight tested
against a target vehicle which has a flight trajectory with
characteristics of a strategic ballistic missile flight trajectory,
or is flight tested inconjunction with the test of an ABM in-
terceptor missile oran AI radar at the same test range, or
is flight tested to. an altitude inconsistent with interception
of targets against which air defenses are deployed, (3) a ra-
dar makes measurements on a cooperative target vehicle of the
kind referred to in item (2) above during the reentry portion
of its trajectory or makes measurements in conjunction with
the test of an ABIM interceptor missile or an ABM radar at
the same test range. Radars used for purposes such as rage
safety or instrumentation would be exempt from application
of these criteria.

F. NO-TRANSFER ARTICLE OF ABM TREATY

On April 18, 1972, the U.S. Delegation made the following state-
ment:

In re ard to this Article [IX], I have a brief and I believe
self-expanatory statement to make. The U.S. side wishes to
make clear that the provisions of this Article do 'not set a
precedent for whatever provision may be considered for a

. Treaty on Limiting Strategic Offensive Arms. The question
of transfer of strategic offensive arms is a far more complex
issue, which may require adifferent solution.

G. NO INCREASE IN DEFENSE OF EARLY WARNING RADARS

On July 28, 1970, the U.S. Delegation made the following statement:

Since Hen House radars [Soviet ballistic missile early
warning radars] can detect and track ballistic missile war-
heads at great distances they have a significant ABM poten-
tial. Accordingly, the U.S. would regard any increase in the
defenses of such radars by surface-to-air missiles as incon-
sistent with an agreement.

(b) The following noteworthy unilateral statement was made by
the Delegation of the U.S.S.R. and is shown here with the U.S. reply:

On May 17, 1972, Minister Semenov made the following unilateral
"Statement of the Soviet Side":

Taking into account that modern ballistic missile sub-
marines are presently in the possession of not only the U.S.,
but also of its NATO allies, the Soviet Union agrees that for
the period of effectiveness of the Interim 'Freeze' Agreement
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the v . nd if N.\T( nhies hnvi Iy to 50 n(1 sniaiies
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(nlh1(in 1 11. . s11h111irin s wi 1h w.-; hilliste nissi V
1iinue:s). Ilowever, if (uin)IIIL IIh' p)erio((f' ei~eetiveness of
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be r of th) Ii n m )d vi-iir i)1n s Im .ri I vs ft(o ex(. .d I .T ) I Im I bIrI w f 11)b-
marinesf hvyw lhv (N(op(rntimnl rnwiider constir-. tion
on the date of signature of I he Agreemeint, Ile Soviet Union
will have the right to a correspond ing increase in the number
of its submarines. In the opinion of I Ile Soviet side, the solu-
tion of the question of modern hillist ie missile sibriniinles
provided for in the Interim A grement 11Vonly >trtialy cOm-

pensates for the strategic imbalance in the (Iep oVient of the
liclei J-powered missile slibrilaiines of the U. SR and the

U.S. Therefore, the Soviet side believes that- this whole ques-
tion, and above all the question of liqidating the American
missile subihmarine bases outside the, U.S., will be appropriately
resolved in the course of follow-on negotia tions.

On May 24, Ambassador Smith made the following reply to Min-
ister Srnenov:

The United Stat es side has st n(lied the. "statement made by
the Soviet side" of May 17 concerning compensation for sub-
marine basing and SLBM submarines belonging to third
countries. The United States does not accept the validity of
the considerations in that statement.

On May 26 Minister Semenov repeated the unilateral statenrient
made on May 24. Ambassador Smith also repeated the U.S. rejection
on May 26.
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1/APPENDIX V. GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS-

ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEM (ABM). Missiles, target acquisition, tracking
and guidance radars, plus associated equipment and installations designed
to intercept and destroy enemy ballistic missiles.

ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE (ASW). Operations conducted with the intention of
denying the enemy the effective use of his submarines.

AREA DEFENSE. Defense of territory which contains more than one point
of strategic or tactical importance.

ARMS CONTROL (including disarmament). Any plan, arrangement or
process, resting upon explicit or implicit international agreement,
which governs any aspect of the following: numbers, types and performance
characteristics of weapons systems (including their command and control,
logistics support arrangements and any related intelligence-gathering
mechanisms); or the numerical strength, organization, equipment,
deployment or employment of armed forces. Arms control sometimes also
concerns measures taken to reduce instability in the military
environment.

ASSURED DESTRUCTION. A highly reliable ability to inflict unacceptable
damage on any aggressor or combination of aggressors at any time during
the course of a nuclear exchange, even after absorbing a surprise first
strike.

BALLISTIC MISSILE. Any missile which does not rely on aerodynamic
surfaces to produce lift, and consequently follows a ballistic
trajectory after thrust is terminated. The body is acted on only by
gravity and aerodynamic drag. Portions of the flight are outside the
atmosphere.

CAPABILITY. The ability to execute a specified course of action. A
capability may or may not be. accompanied by an intention.

CIVIL DEFENSE. Passive measures designed to minimize the effects of
enemy action on all aspects of civil life. This includes population
protection and emergency steps to repair or restore vital utilities
and facilities.

1 This selected glossary is limited to those terms needed for full
understanding of this text. Several sources contributed, particularly
JCS Pub. 1, Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, op. cit. .
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COIMAND/CONTROL. An arrangement of facilities, equipment, personnel and
procedures used to acquire, process and disseminate information needed
by decisionmakers in planning, directing and controlling operations.

COMMITMENT. An obligation or pledge to carry out or support a given
policy.

COUNTERFORCE. The employment of strategic air and missile forces in an
effort to destroy, or render impotent, selected military capabilities of
an enemy force.

COUNTERVALUE. The employment of strategic air and missile forces. in an
effort to destroy, or render impotent, selected enemy population
centers, industries, resources or institutions.

CRUISE MISSILE. A guided missile, the major portion of whose flight path
to its target is conducted at approximately constant velocity. It
depends on the dynamic reaction of air for lift and upon propulsion
forces to balance drag.

DAMAGE LIMITING. Any efforts, active or passive, to limit devastation
caused by nuclear strikes. Antiaircraft, antiballistic missile and

civil defenses are representative, as are attacks against the enemy's
strategic offensive forces.

DELIVERY SYSTEM. Includes the basic weapon (such as a missile or

gravity bomb), the means of propulsion (such as a missile launcher or

aircraft), associated mechanisms and other equipment needed to complete
the operational package. Components may be widely separated, as in

the case of missile launchers and radars.

DEPRESSED TRAJECTORY. A technique which fires intercontinental.
ballistic missiles at much lower angles than normal in an effort to

elude enemy line-of-sight tracking radars. Greater initial energy is
required to attain desired ranges than for missiles employed in the

conventional mode.

DETERRENCE. A strategy designed to convince enemy leaders that

aggression is the least attractive of all alternatives, being
characterized by unacceptable risks in relation to anticipated gains.

It involves no physical restraint, but is an induced state of mind.

FIRST STRIKE. The first offensive move of a war. As applied to general
war, it implies the ability to eliminate effective retaliation by the
opposition.
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* FRACTIONAL ORBIT BOMBARDIvENT SYSTEM (FOBS). A technique for employing
intercontinental ballistic missiles. It puts warheads into less than

one complete orbit prior to reentry, as opposed to the normal ballistic

trajectory, by firing retro-rockets. Accuracy is sacrificed for

surprise.

GENERAL WAR. Armed conflict between major powers in which the total

resources of the belligerents are employed, and the national
survival of a major belligerent is in jeopardy. Commonly reserved
for a showdown between the US and USSR, featuring nuclear weapons.

HARD TARGET. A target protected against the blast and associated
effects of nuclear weapons. The most effective hardening also
shields against chemical and biological attacks.

INTENTION. An aim or design (as distinct from the capability) to
carry out a specified course of action. Intentions are a compilation
of interests and objectives.

INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE (ICBM). A ballistic missile with a
range from about 3000 to 8000 nautical miles.

INTERESTS. A highly generalized concept of elements that constitute
the States's compelling needs., including self-preservation,
independence, national integrity, military security and economic
well-being among others. The vital interest is survival.

INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE (IRBM). A ballistic missile with
a range from about 1500 to 3000 nautical miles.

LIMITED WAR. Armed encounters, exclusive of incidents, in which one or

more major powers or their proxies voluntarily exercise various types
and degrees of restraint to prevent unmanageable hostilities.

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENTLY TARGETABLE REENTRY VEHICLE (MIRV). A nuclear
delivery system which places one or more reentry vehicles over each
of several separate targets. The reentry vehicles may be warheads,
decoys or both.

MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE (MRBM). A ballistic missile with aI range from about 600 to 1500 nautical miles.

M m 1 0 g 1 0 1 's m
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MILITARY STRATEGY. The art and science of employing the armed forces of
a nation to secure the objectives of national policy by applying force

or the threat of force.

MULTIPLE REENTRY VEHICLE (MRV). A delivery system which places more
than one reentry vehicle over a single target. The reentry vehicles
may be warheads, decoys or both.

OBJECTIVES. The fundamental aims, goals or purposes of a nation
toward which policies are directed and energies are applied. These
may be short-, mid- or long-range in nature.

PARITY, NUCLEAR. A condition at a given point in time when opposing
forces possess nuclear capabilities which are approximately equal in
overall combat effectiveness.

PENETRATION. A form of offensive maneuver which seeks to break
through the enemy's defensive positions and subsequently engage
assigned targets.

POINT DEFENSE. Defense of territory which contains a single point of
strategic or tactical importance.

POLICY. A broad course of action or statement of guidance adopted by a
national government in pursuit of national objectives. Policy provides
the ground rules for strategy formulation

POSTURE. The sum total of capabilities,, limitations and vulnerabilities
of given armed forces with respect to the national security interests,
objectives, policies, strategies and commitments they are tasked to

support.

PREEMPTIVE ATTACK. An attack initiated on the basis of incontrovertible
evidence that an enemy offensive is imminent.

REE=TRY VEHICLE. That part of a ballistic missile designed to reenter
the earth's atmosphere in the terminal portion of its trajectory.

RISK. The danger of disadvantage, defeat or destruction, resulting

from a gap between ends and means.

SECOND STRIKE STRATEGY. Such strategies exclude any preemptive action

at the onset of a war. After the aggressor initiates hostilities, the

defender strikes back. In general war, this implies the ability to

survive a surprise first strike and retaliate effectively.

Rppll I Igo
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SOFT TARGET. A target not protected against blast or the associated
effects of nuclear weapons.

STABILITY, NUCLEAR. Stability is a state of equilibrium or stalemate
which encourages restraint and prudence by opponents .facing the
possibility of general war.' Neither side has a first strike
capability.

STRATEGIC DEFENSE. The strategy and forces designed primarily to protect
a nation, its outposts and/or allies from the hazards of general war.
It features defense against ballistic missiles, both land and sea
launched, and long range bombers.

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE. The strategy and forces designed primarily to
destroy the enemy's war-making capacity during general var or to so
degrade it that the opposition collapses. Associated with first strike

concepts.

STRATEGIC RETALIATORY. The strategy and forces designed primarily to
destroy the enemy's war-making capacity during general war or to so
degrade it that the opposition collapses. Associated with second
strike concepts.

STRATEGIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS. Weapons, delivery means and ancillary
equipment, designed primarily for general war purposes. Offensive or
retaliatory versions can be used to engage targets in the enemy's
homeland.

SUBMARINE LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILE (SLBM). A ballistic missile
launched from a submarine, whether on the surface or submerged.

SUBMARINE LAUNCHED CRUISE MISSILE (SLCM). A cruise missile launched
from a submarine, whether on the surface or submerged.

SUFFICIENCY, NUCLEAR. Ample nuclear forces to satisfy the national
security interests, objectives, policies, strategies and commitments
they are tasked to support. Sufficiency may translate into numerical
superiority, parity or inferiority in given sets of circumstances.

SUPERIORITY, NUCLEAR. A condition at a given point in time when one
nation or coalition possesses markedly greater nuclear capabilities
than the opposition.

SURVIVABILITY. The ability of armed forces to withstand massive
surprise attack and still retain adequate strength to execute
assigned tasks effectively. It is derived from active and passive
defenses.

I
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TACTICAL AIR FORCES. Air forces expressly designed to conduct offensive
and defensive air operations to gain and maintain air superiority;
seek out and destroy enemy armed forces and their supporting
installations; and/or provide direct assistance to army and naval
elements in attaining their immediate objectives. Tactical air forces
may be land or carrier based.

THREAT. The capabilities, intentions and actions, present or impending,
of any enemy (actual or potential) to prevent or interfere with the
successful fulfillment of national. interests and objectives.

TRIAD. The tripartite US strategic retaliatory force, which comprises
manned bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles and POLARIS
submarines.

VULNERABILITY. The susceptibility of a nation to any action by any
means through which its war potential or combat effectiveness may be
reduced or its will to fight diminished.

WAR FIGHTING STRATEGY. Any strategy designed primarily to fight any
kind of war at any level in the conflict spectrum, as opposed to
deterrence strategies, which are designed to prevent wars..

WPMFN-Wl le 0,
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BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED STRATEGIC WEAPONRY-

"

,

1

1/ International Institute of Strategic studies, The Military Balance
1971-72.

N . -m-owo 10 - i i . 1. -7-" q ." wo 'q . mj , -_- .fflww-- -

MISSILES (USA)

Max. range Estimatcd
(Statute warhead In

Catcgorya Type PropellantO miles) yield - service

ICBM LGM-25C Titan 2 SL 7,250 5-10 MT 1962
LGM-30B Minuteman 1 S 7,500 1 MT 1962
LGM-30F Minuteman 2 S 8,000 1-2 MT 1966
LG M-30G Minuteman 3 S 8,000 3 x 200 KT 1970

SLBM UGM-27B Polaris A2 S 1,750 800 KT 1962

UG M-27C Polaris A39 S 2,880 3 x 2 KT 1964
UG M-73APoseidon S 2,880 10 x 50 KT 1971

MISSILES (USSR)

Max. range0  Estimated
(Statute) warhcad In

Categorya Type1  Propellantt miles) yieldd service

ICBM SS-7 Saddler SL 6,900 5 MT ?1961
SS-8 Sasin SL 6,900 5 MT 1963
SS-9 Scarp SL 7,500 20-25 MT9 1965
SS-11 SL 6,500 1-2 MT 1966
SS-13 Savage S 5,000 1 MT 1968

IRBMh SS-5 Skean SL 2,300 1 MT 1961

MRBM' SS-4 Sandal L 1,200 1 MT 1959

SLBM SS-N-4 SarkJ SL 350 MT range 1961
SS-N-5 Serb SL 750 MT range 1964
SS-N-6 ? I,750 MT range 1969

_ _ _ _ _ _1_
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AIRCRAFT (USA)

Max. range Max. speed Max.
(Statute (Mach. weapons ASMO In

Category' Type miles) no.) I load (lb.) carried service

Long-range B-52 C-F 11,500 0.95 60,000 Hound Dog 1955
bomber B-52 G/H 12,500 0.95 75,000 2 x Hound Dog

Medium-
range
bomber FB-111 3,800 2.2 37,500 - 1970

Strike A-4 2,300 0 .9 10,000 2 x Bul/pup 1956
aircraft A-6A 3,200 0.9 18,000 2 x Bulpup 1963

A-7A/D 3,400 0.9 15,000 4 x Bul/pup 1966
RA-5C 3,000 2.0 13,500 2 x Bul/pup 1964
F-104C/GP 1,300 2.2 4,000 2 x Bul/pup 195S
F-105D 2,100 2.25 16,500 4 x Bu/pup 1960
F-11A/E 3,800 2.2/2.5 25,000 4 x Bul/pup 1967
F-4 1,600 2.4 16,000. 4 x Bullpup 1962

Listed by countries of origin. SAM and ASW missiles are not included.

AIRCRAFT (USSR)

Max. range'n Max. speed Max.
(Statute (Mach. weapons ASMO In

Category Typee miles) no.)" load (lb.) carried service

Long-range Tu-20
bomber Bear 7,800 0.78 40,000 1 x Kangaroo 1956

Mya-4
Bison 6,050 0.87 20,000 - 1956

Medium- Tu-16
range Badger 4,000 0.8 20,000 2 x Ketr 1955
bomber

Strike Tu-22
aircraft Blinder 3,000 1 .5 12,000 1 x Kitchen 1962-
(Incl 11-28
short- Beagle 2,500 0.81 6,006 - 1950
range Yak-28
bornber)J Brewer 1,750 1.1 4,400 - 1962

Su-7 Filter 1,250 1.7 4,500 - 1959
MiG-21

FishbedJ 900 2.2 2,000 - 1970

I p

.r
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NOTES
a ICBM= inter-continental ballistic missile (rangc
4,000 + milcs); IRBM = intcrmcdiatc-range ballistic
missile (range 1,500-4,000 miles); MR13M=medium-
range ballistic missile (range 500-1,500 miles);
SRIIM=short-range ballistic rnissile (range under 500
miles); S~iM=submarine-launched ballistic missile.
b 1, -liquid; St, storable liquid; S: solid; J-- ram- or
turbojet;I I I high explosive.
r Operational range depends upon the payload carried;
use of maximum payload may reduce range by up to
25 per cent below maximum.
d MT Imegaton=million tons of TNT equivalent
(MT range= I MT or over); KT = kiloton = thousand
tons of TNT equivalent (KT range less than I MT).
*The majority of Polaris A3 missiles, if not all, have
been modified to carry three warheads of about 200 KT
each.
/ Numerical designations for Soviet missiles (e.g.
SS-9) are of US origin; names (e.g. Scarp) are of NATO
origin.
9 SS-9 missiles have also been tested (i) with three war-
heads of 4-5 MT cach. (ii) with a modified payload for
use as a depressed trajectory IC13M (DICI3M) or frac-
tional orbit bombardment system fobsS).
1 A mobile JRBM (SS-XZ Scrooge) has been displayed
and tested but is not known to be deployed opera-
tionally.

'A mobile solid-propellant missile (SS-14 Scapegoat),
apparently with MRBM range, has been displayed and
tcstcd but is not known to be dcploycd operationally.

J Launched only from the surface.
k Possibly small propellant.
Long-range bomber= maximum range over 6,000

miles; medium-range bomber=maximum range 3,500-
6,000 miles, primarily designed for bombing missions.

Theoretical maximum range, with internal fuel only,
at optimum altitude and speed. Ranges for strike air-
craft assume no weapon load. Especially in the case of
strike aircraft, therefore, range falls sharply for flights
at lower altit ude, at higher speed or wilth full weapons
load (e.g. combat raius of A-7, at operational height
and speed, with typical weapons load, is approximately
620 miles).
1 Mach I (M=I-0)=speed of sound.
0 ASM= air-to-surface missile.

P F-104 are no longer in active service as strike aircraft
wvith the US Air Force but remain in service with other
NATO air forces.

v Names of Soviet aircraft (e.g. Bear) are of NATO
origin.
r Naval Air Force versions of the Tu-16 carry 2x Kelt
or 2 x Kennel ASM for anti-shipping use.

Minor differences exist between missile ranges indicated in Note "a"

above and those in Appendix 5 to this study (Glossary of Selected Terms).
Those discrepancies in the categorization of weapons systems are largely
semantic.
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